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Mrs. Tower

We know you hate appreciations so we will keep this brief. Over the course of our four years at St. Andrew's, you have managed to teach almost every single one of us. Whether it was in freshman year US History or 20th Century, you have made such an impact on every student you have interacted with. Your positive presence on dorm and in the school in general may go unnoticed by some, but we want to take this opportunity to truly appreciate you for all the things you have done for not only our class but for this school as a whole. Our class has chosen to dedicate our yearbook to you because we believe that you are a wonderful teacher who has given so much to us. Thank you for all you do, we love and will miss you greatly.

Love,
The Class of 2017
OPENING DAY
Pond Day
Homecoming

[Images of people at a school event, possibly a homecoming celebration, with text images of crowns and the title 'Homecoming'.]
Halloween
Community Service
Faculty

Classics

Giselle Furlonge
Philip Walsh
Matthew McAuliffe

English

Daniel Roach
Gretchen Hurtt
Will Speers
Will Porter
Elizabeth Roach
Katherine Crowley
Pemberton Heath
Will Torrey
Neelima Reddy

College Counseling

Jason Honsel
Anna Hastings
Tony Alleyne
Advancement

Bernadette Devine  Franchesca Profaci  Will Mitchell  Amanda Gahagan

Admissions

Grace Saliba  Kristin Honsel  Jake Myers  Taylor Foehl  Patrick Moffitt

Lou Berl  Stacey Duprey  Louisa Zendt  Matt Wolinski

History

Matt Carroll  Will Robinson  Terence Gilheany  Matthew McAuliffe

Melinda Tower  Matthew Wright  Emily Pressman
Math

Dave DeSalvo  Eric Finch  Bowman Dickson  Kelly Lazar

Jon Tower  Mike Mastercola  Jennifer Carroll

Modern Languages

Donald Duffy  Chiachyi Chiu  Viviana Davila

Diahann Johnson  David Miller  Ana Ramirez

Performing Arts

Ann Taylor  Quinn Kerrane  Fred Geiersbach  Avram Gold
Religious Studies

Jay Hutchinson  Jason Kunen  Terence Gilheany  Kellyann Conners

Science

John Burk  Mark Hammond  Harvey Johnson  Eric Kemer

Peter McLean  Richard Samulski  Sara O’Conner  Dan O’Connell  Dave Myers

Visual Arts

Peter Hoopes  Elizabeth McGiff  John McGiff  Navanjali Kelsey  Joshua Meier

Wellness

Elizabeth Hutchinson  Gretchen Hagenbuch  Lindsay Roznowski
Administration

Terrell Myers
Carol-Ann Pala
Ann Visalli
Diane Winiarcyzk
Dave McKelvey
Annette Rickolt
Annalisa Alleyne
Diana Burk
Liz Torrey
Al Wood
Religion Teaching Assistants

Tastes of Home  Ceramics Sunday  Change A Life Uganda

St Andrew's
Clubs

Cornerstone Bible Study

Asian Affinity Group

Ginger Club

Chess Club
Diversity Stewards

Environmental Stewards

Gay Straight Alliance

Girls Collaborative
The St. Andrew's Medical Society

Vestry

Voices

Casa Latina

Whites Against Racism

Robotics Club
Chapel Development Committee

Bald Dads Club

Yearbook

The Vegan Club
SAINTS
ATHLETICS
First Row: Jackie Wang, Caitlin Cobb (Captain), Sarah Paton (Captain), Camille Seeley, Kathryn Paton (Captain), Rachel Sin, Katherine Moore.
Fourth Row: Anna Zurbach, Phoebe Shiffman, Anna Moore, Wilder Berl, Belle Dallam, Elisa Davila.
Not Pictured: Lynden Fausey (Captain)
Cross-country had an amazing season with lots of intensity, amazing PRs, exciting wins, fun, and laughter! Some highlights were: crushing the human knot challenge, toning our buns, a high-stakes photo scavenger hunt (and a special visit from the police!), adventuring at Tower Hill and staying strong while waiting out the bus, uno deux ☰, lots of ~interesting~ dancing, playing handball that one time, obsessing over baby Finn, partying with the Middletown pep band, smoothies at the Berl's, and, of course, absolutely KILLING IT at all of our races (Middletown, Joe O’Neill, DISCS, the list goes on!)

To our amazing teammates: We love you all and had an amazing time running and racing with you this season. You all are the kindest, funniest, hardest-working girls we have ever met. Thanks for a great fall, and go Saints!

xoxo your seniors:
Caitlin, Kathryn, Sarah, Lynden, Camille, Katharine, Rachel, Jackie
BOYS CROSS COUNTRY

"Congratulations on a fast, intense season. We are proud of your care for running, and we are excited to see how you exceed expectations once again next season." - Francis and Alex
The NFL and football in general have been moving towards a style of play with tons of excitement. We didn’t have the smash mouth power like Wilmington Friends or the ‘83 Redskins, so this year coach brought out the trick plays. From Alec Maloney’s Ole Miss receptions to the classic Clemson, this year was full of excitement. We had at least 5 guys take a snap at QB and starting spots were thrown around more than the actual football. Tim played lineman, Colin played tight end and I think at one point Godfrey lined up as kick returner (or at least he thought so). Overall, it was an exciting season, to say the least, and we wouldn’t want to spend it with any other group of guys. Lastly, we want to thank the coaches; they were the best brobeans in the whole brotaco. Here is just a fraction of the great wisdom they lent to us over our time:

“I went to go get a chicken parm from Wawa, but then I saw the locker room was a mess. I was so mad that I got two, and now I’m fat.”

“All I do is sit in my apartment, eat Twinkies, and drink Mountain Dew, and I just caught 200 yards on you guys!

“LOOK INTO MY EYES! BETTER YET, LOOK INTO MY SOUL!”

“Winning is everything”

“My name is Patrick”

We will miss the arguments over the best underwear, the countless extra gassers and commitment everyone brought to the field every day from August to November. Win that Cannon back boys! Win the Day!

Avi, Jaryd, and John
Field Hockey

First Row: Brianna Adams, Meggie Luke (Captain), Isabelle Tuveson (Captain), Hannah Sailer (Captian)
Second Row: Ginger Mullins, Tori Tull, Piper Ackermann, Hannah Murphy, Nancy Tucker, Audrey Saliba, Lacy Grice
Third Row: Annie Roach, Gillian Simpler, Alex Cameron, Francesca Bruni, Haden Cunningham, Coach Davilla
Fourth Row: Pauline Von Stechow, Tina Taylor, Abigail Hummel, Coach Hurtt
We would like to thank each and every one of you for helping to make this season the most successful and memorable of our last four years. As a team we put the money in the bank and it paid off with an ending record of 8-6-2. You all inspired us to work harder every day. This team was a family built on trust and support both on and off the field. It was an honor to be able to lead such a dedicated team that never gave up. We know next year you will be even stronger and don’t forget to keep us updated with all that you accomplish! We love you all so much and keep #doingitfortheprogram

Xoxo,
Your captains
BOYS SOCCER

To the boys:

Playing with you all has been an incredible experience for all three of us. We could tell how special this team was from the first week, and in how we bonded during the painful days of preseason. Through the grueling heat and blistering sun, we moved forward and built the foundation for a season that we, as seniors, will ever forget. We thank you for that. Although we are leaving next year, it is our hope that the team keeps building upon itself, taking on new challenges, pushing yourselves to greater heights.

To say we didn’t accomplish our goal would be a complete lie. Having over 20 guys from all over the globe who have never played with each other is a challenge in and of itself. However, seeing this group bond, evolve, and come together is truly one of the greatest things we have ever witnessed. Although we didn’t win the tournament and our season ended one game short, being apart of this team was the biggest victory of all. From every last second win to Rick’s ridiculously soothing Italian music, we cherished every single second of it, and we hope you did too.

Back in November, after our loss in the tournament, on that rainy field in Smyrna, is a moment we will all remember for the rest of our lives. Being together in that huddle was the quintessence of brotherhood; under the lights and the rain clouds, we came together, as one, and showed the entire school what our team is all about. It was never about the wins or the goals or the excitement of the crowd, but it was always about being on that field together no matter what happened. We are prouder than words can express and are honored to have experienced it all with you guys.

Never forget what we built, what we learned, and how we grew. We’ve laughed together, we’ve cried together, and we’ve sure as hell exceeded all of our own expectations.

Through this entire process, we’ve built a family, a family that we can all count on no matter what, on and off the field. We are so excited to see what you guys achieve in the future and we know that you guys will carry the meaning and tradition of this team to greater heights. We are honored to have served as your captains and eternally grateful for the lessons you have taught us. Thank you for every single memory made and for being the best family we could have asked for.

Much love,

Nik, Colin, and Keegan
Saint Andrew's

Varsity,
I want to start off by saying that our record doesn’t accurately reflect the hard work and improvement we achieved this season. The memories we have all created this fall is something really special and I thank you guys for making it all possible. I know that this team is the first of many teams to follow that are taking our volleyball program in a positive winning direction. Coach Mastrocola: I know that all of our success this fall wouldn’t have been possible without your guidance and support everyday at practice and games. As tough as the workouts were they were definitely worth it and we were all better athletes because of you. Thank You!!

Love,
Anna

I know there were a lot of feelings throughout this season. Our team dynamic went through periods of stress and there were moments when we were flying high. Regardless of how you felt overall about this season, every single person grew in one way or another. Our work ethic and skill level increased significantly, and you all should be proud of your success. If this season was tough for you, use it as fuel. Strive to make everything you do the best possible; learn from all of the mistakes made this year. Good luck and much love-- Ya’ll cool peoples

Thanks!!!!
-Jocelyn
Volleyball

Left to Right: Charlotte Berl, Joycelin Farmer, Emily Paton, Cara McTaggart, Katherine Gao, Victoria Steelman, Noor El Baradie, Sam Mayo, Anna Gillespie, Jas Southerland, Kaitlyn Foster
Dear Girls,
This season has been a blast! Through grueling practices and intense meets we held each other up and pushed to the end. Each and every one of you has given it your all and contributed to this team that we now call family. Look at how much we have grown since the beginning of the season: many first time swims, massive time drops, and of course our conference win! We are so very proud of all of you and we can’t wait to see how much you grow next year. Thank you so much for the locker room dance parties, post-meet selfies, constant support, unwavering optimism, and all the love! Take care of Richie for us <3 xoxo, Caitlin & Hannah

To the Boys:

Thank you for making this season a perfect way to end our high school swimming careers. As a team you all were the most dedicated, goofiest and above all the fastest swimmers we’ve ever had the pleasure to compete with. Over and over in our dual meets we showed how to swim as a team and crushed schools with faster swimmers because every member of our squad contributed to making the team successful. To cap it off, we defended the SAS Boys’ swimming legacy of annihilating the competition at DISCs and brought the hardware back to St. Andrew’s for another year. From Aanmmnnnnnnnnnn Yancey to our Hot N Cold renditions and our “special” days (Thank you Swinslow) of the week, this was also as much fun as we’ve had on a team in our time here. It was an honor and a pleasure to swim with you all and we look forward to hearing about the team’s success in the years to come. One last time-

Ziggy Zaggy Ziggy Zaggy Oi Oi Oi,

Colin and Keegan
MARTIAL ARTS

Martial Arts Squad,
Our first season ever of Martial Arts was a blast. We prepared for the unfortunate event that would require us to defend ourselves in the street. All winter we've punched, kicked, dodged, ducked, dipped, dived, and dodged, redirected, taken down and thrown, haymakered all day, escaped from holds, choked, gotten choked (really fun), locked wrists, and beat each other up everyday. Even though that's been our day to day routine we made it out on the other side unharmed. The season was interesting to say the least and every day brought a new joke, stunt, one of Mr. Kunen’s puns, or a special moment.
#SideControl
Love,
James
Saints Wrestling

What the 2017 wrestling team lacked in size they surely made up for in spirit and style. Almost tripling in size, the wrestling team really killed it everyday in the wrestling room despite being some of the least coordinated people on campus (at some point come and watch Brando try to run around the mat). Thank you for keeping the wrestling dream alive.
INDOOR TRACK

The two things that Terrell preaches is "Trust the process" and "everyone come to the party". "Trust the process" means that everyone put in the work and play their roles because winning and getting better is a process that all of the times does not happen right away. When everyone "comes to the party" this means that everyone play their role and bring something to the team to help us win. In my three years, basketball taught me more than just how to put the ball in the rim. We all learned a lot that can be put applied to life and had fun as a team doing it.
Girl's Basketball
A.C.E.
Attitude. Confidence. Effort. Three important words when it comes to the foundation of our team this year.
Throughout every practice and game we embodied A.C.E and worked to play our hardest, leaving everything out on the court. From our win against Tower, our unbelievable senior game against DMA, and our final game against Wilmington Christian where everyone went all out, A.C.E pushed us to not only work hard as a team, but to win with composure and lose with dignity. We will miss every single one of you guys and never forget that with A.C.E. you don’t need to do great things, but small things in great ways. We Love You! <3

Sam - You have the strongest work ethic on our team, and your positivity shines. Never stop being “so excited to win” every game!

Alex - You never fail to out-hustle all of us, and you probably have the nastiest shot block this team’s ever seen.

Leandre - You can beat just about anyone up the floor, so never be afraid to! You’re going to be a great point guard next year!

Noor - You’re shot is incredible. You are fearless on offense, and you lead our team as a scorer. Never let up!

Kate - You’re our team’s rebound and put-back QUEEN. Keep it up!

Emily - You’re the scrappiest, most aggressive player on our team. Don’t ever hold that back! ….Watch the fouls though :)

Christine - You work so hard each and every day. You’re always putting in the extra time, and that really shows through your improvement. Skip your heart out!

Chloe - Your resilience is inspiring. You work hard even when nobody’s watching. Never stop!

Coaches - Thank you for all of your support throughout this season. None of it would be possible without you guys! And please don’t forget us!

Xoxo,

Hannah, Camille, Jas, Brianna, Grace, and Lynden
Dear fellow squashers,

It's been a memorable season. Despite our struggles of Larry's tardiness, certain senior's quitting, hand injuries, squash balls to the neck, leg injuries, and Finlay talking to himself, we had a blast. You guys are gonna have a fantastic season next year. Keep working, don't elect Trip or Larry captain, and remember, varsity is our name, squash is our game.

Love your captains,
Patrick and Mac
SQUASH

GIRLS

Dear squishers,
This year has been the best year yet. We have grown not only as a team, but as a program and as a family. The van rides, dinner trips, and Saturday tournaments were some of the highlights of our winters. You have all grown so much as individuals and your potential will only continue to grow as you continue to play. We cannot wait to see all the progress you make next year as a team. Keep bringing the program with you. We love you all.
Always remember, girls squash is the hottest team on campus #tooeasy #lightwork
Love,
your devoted captains
Thuy Anh, Isabelle, Jenna, and Sarah
Winter Workout
Berlfit
SAISL

Saint Andrew's Indoor Soccer League
SAS
ARTS
Choral Scholars
Noxontones
Radium Girls
ANTIGONE
Life
PELL IN 20 YEARS

Bwembya- Still on Upper when she should be on Lower
Molly - Has her own successful Fashion Line using her brothers as models
Aliay - Finally making money off her Top of The Charts hit cover “Yeah Aeh E YEAAAHH”
Georgina- Still blessing everyone she sees
Nicole-Sneaking back into school to eat plenty of gluten-free SAGE cookies
Christine - World renowned rivals with Chloe in the WNBA
Ingrid - Still best friends with Katie
Katie- The world’s next best swimmer with multiple gold medals
Caitlin- Singing in a rock band
Camille - Successful Lawyer

Stephanie - Has her own show where she comments on life
Katerina - Dancing in the New York Ballet!
Tien - Still yelling at Katerina
Emily - Finally bought her very own laundry rack
Cierra - On tour with Florence and the Machine
Keeler - Youtube Famous
Lucy - Singing the Hallelujah Chorus full time professionally
Bobbi - World Star Gymnast
Louise- Tanning on a beautiful beach
Stella- Travelling the world writing a book about her experiences.
Chloe - World Renowned Rivals with Christine in the WNBA
Aubrey - Still flipping her card from green to red
Isabel - Fierce business woman with lots of the MULA

Ginger - Still complaining about the amount of work she has to do and the amount of people who come to her for help.
Charlotte - World’s greatest Tennis player
Iris - Happily married to Baylen with 5 beautiful children
Anna - Still asking “wait…what happened?”
Campbell - Working in a soup factory by day and performing with the cast of Impractical Jokers by night
Karen - Invented the machine to call one’s parents through telepathy so she doesn’t have to ask every night anymore
Josie - The next Amy Schumer

Brianna
Capitol Hillier

Coup de bruhs, power moves only

Russell

Patrick & Francis

Tiger & Ben

Alec & David

Colin & Will
‘Realest’
Men at SAS

Adrian, Spencer & Dante
Blake & Dustin
Eddie, Tophor & Book
Eli & William
Lamar & Griffin
Finlay, Barr, Owen & Jeffrey
Lower Moss
"The more you like yourself, the less you are like anyone else, which makes you unique"
~Walt Disney
"Gawrsh, we sure had fun at the clubhouse today. And now we get to have more fun! Yippee!"
- Goofy
Dorm Parents: Ms. Heath and Ms. Gahagan
Dorm Pet: Pepper
"Laughter is timeless, imagination has no age, and dreams are forever."
- Walt Disney
Never a Dry Moment...

Ryan Godfrey and Alex Qian

Danny Lee, Augie Segger, and Liam O'Connell

Jaryd Jones and Adam Gelman

Rhys Williams and Thomas Cunningham

Jacob Zimmerman, Alex Vogel, Xander Atatlay, and Jamie Rowley

Gus Richards and Enok Choe
Bilal Morsi and Shap McCoy
Harrison Foley and David Kim
Micah Turpin and Arthur Potter
Cole Ferguson and Ethan Bond
Ben Horgan, Will Cammerzell, and Nick Wilmerding
Carson McCoy and Austin Brannan
Max Mayer and Harry Smith
Nick Loh, Nathan Swets, and Mark Greenstreet
Alex Stoleson, Jordan Drew, and Kevin Sun
“A man who doesn’t spend time with his family can never be a real man”

-- Don Vito Goldeone

The Family

The Goldfather

The Uncles
The Brothers
LEMONADE

CAUL EAST 2017

Beyoncé

“Pretty gang always keep them on, geek”

Kennedi & Dani

Feeling Myself

Ryann & Belle

Single Ladies

“If you liked it, then you shoulda put a ring on it”

Flawless

Gillian & Annie

“Woke up like this, we flawless”

Caitlin & Amelia

“Sorry

“And I don’t feel bad about it”
To the Ladies of L,
Thanks for all the laughs, discussions, winning streaks, and love. You were the lemonade of our senior year! We are so proud of you, and can't wait to see how you lead the school next year. Keep up the amazing work -- Gaul we do is win win win no matter what!

XOXO, CAITLIN, AMELIA, MARAGRET, RUTH, & KAITLYN

McAuliffe, Furlonge & Devon
Blue

"Each day I feel so blessed to be looking at you"

Cindy
Love on Top
"You put my love on top iop top top top"
Welcome to Kamp K!

Meet the campers!

Claire and Tina: The early to bed early to rise campers

Emma and Haden: The singing campers

Sam and Avery: The you-need-a-watch campers

Catherine: The rogue camper

Victoria and Katherine: The M.I.A campers
Campers all grown up!

Tina- Still going to bed early and a mom of 5
Claire- The next St. Andrew's crew coach
Emma- Owns 7 pugs and sings them all to sleep
Haden- The United States Ambassador for China
Avery- Still running late
Sam- First WMBA player to be a vet with 18 pets
Katherine- Has her own gallery in New York
Victoria- Owns her own chain of gyms
Catherine- A famous K-Pop star

Your counselors
Matriarchs of

Behind every successful woman is a tribe of other successful women, who have her back.

Stella, Gabi

Elisa, Audrey, Isabelle, Noelle

Isabel, Alex

Phoebe, Lacy

Connors

Crowley
Dear our loveliest Matriarchs,
Thank you for being truly wonderful each and everyday of this year. You have inspired us to be confident, positive, and strong ladies just by being yourselves. Each and every one of you has specific qualities that make you a boss Matriarch worthy of achieving anything you put your mind to. Coming back to dorm has been the highlight of our days whether it is Mall Mestival, Malentines May, or Spring MAng. You have made us feel comfortable and loved, and we couldn’t have asked for a better group of girls. You are wildly strong. You are deeply loved. You are tremendously capable. We can’t wait to see the ways in which you use your girl power to change the world.

mXmOmXmO, Mourn Menniors
Schmolze

Alec, Nam, Simon, and Brando

Mac and John

Evan and Izzy

Lawrence, Joey, and James
Good luck to all Sherwoodians, you'll be great seniors next year. Your RL's love you.
Facultty Pets

Apollo

Joey

Stella

Finn

Bella

Leela

Milo

Ruthie

Toby

Hardy

Mrs. Bixby and Jasper

Monty

Pepper

Kobi
then and NOW
LOST
ALONG
THE WAY
Wendy Taylor

Thank you

Kathryn, Sarah, Caitlin, Amelia, Adam, Grace, Emma F., Brianna, Emma M., Charlotte, Ruth, Marion, Theo, Syd, Jaryd, Keegan, Lily, Charlotte G.

3rds Volleyball, cho-scho, Lower Moss, Taylor advisees, musical, math circle, spring play, Humanities, AS Bio, Spanish 5, K dorm, Theo Charlie

The only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved, desirous of everything and nothing at the same time, the ones who never yawn or say a commonplace thing, but burn, burn, burn. –Jack Kerouac
Marion

It has been quite the four years. Thank you everyone in choral scholars for creating an amazingly funny and talented group of kids, Theodora for being the greatest og roomie I could ask for, everyone in yearbook for making me smile, Mrs. Tower for appreciating my sarcasm and jokes about appreciations, Mrs. Kerrane and the O’Connell kids for making me happy, Mrs. Taylor for the constant support, Margaret and Rowan for being such wonderful tap students, Mr. Duffy...because you're Mr. Duffy, Whiz for the thinking putty and promises of mac n cheese, Mrs. Lazar for being an unforgettable teacher/friend. Mr. Hammond for answering my many life questions, Profe and Señora, Mrs. Zendt, Mrs. Chiu, Mr. Meier, Mr. Finch for being a great dorm parent, Mr. Speers for being a great person and letting me use your room, Mr. Roach for being an inspirational mentor, friend, and headmaster, Dr. Johnson for being a wonderful advisor, Mrs. Reddy+Leela +Maia+advisory for being a wonderful family away from home, K dorm for rocking my world, -Soprano 2s(H+E), Netflix, my tap shoes, food (I wouldn't be here w/o you), the faculty dogs, all of my teachers, the class of 2017, and everyone in the school. Love y'all.

Special thanks to the Nurses. Thank you to the health center squad- Mrs. Garrison, Mrs. Murphy, Mrs. Ireland, Mrs. Rickolt, Mrs. Carrico, and all of the weekend nurses. Thank you for having my back and taking care of me. Last of all, thank you mom and dad for getting me here. I appreciate everything you've done for me and I love you. "Keep your face always toward the sunshine- and shadows will fall behind you"-Walt Whitman
I am a fundamentally better person having attended St. Andrew's. I can never thank each person enough but know that everyone has impacted me and allowed me to grow into the person I am and hope to continue to be. Eternally grateful to WillRob-thank you for being everything I didn't know I needed. Cheers to keeping it real. Love, #1. All my love to Choral Scholars-#triplethreat forever. To all my Matriarchs- I AM SO HONORED TO KNOW EACH AND EVERYONE OF YOU. KEEP BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS AND SHOWING THE WORLD WHAT YOU'VE GOT!! To my queen- "thank you" will never suffice for everything you've given me. I love you now and forever. To all my teachers, Ms.Pressman, Mme. Johnson- thank you for believing in me and pushing me to be the best you know I can be. To all of my friends who have been there for me through the tough times and have laughed with me in the good times, here's to many more: MC, EM, CJ, MH (extra love to you OG roomie), KF, RP, GF, ML, HS, SW, WW, AC, SS, SMC, Petite Pete, Baby Water, NYC Lads- I'm just happy to be included <3, but mostly thank you to my family. "twenty" "SEVENTEEN!"
Thank you to everyone who made these last four years the best of my life. To my teachers, thanks for pushing me to understand more than just what was required. To my friends, this experience wouldn’t be the same without you. To my freshmen girls, each one of you is so unique that you all can change the world in your own way. Thanks for making me laugh every day and forcing me into a new perspective. To my advisor, your support means the world to me and I can’t thank you enough. To Ms. Crowley and Ms. Heath, this last year of JV basketball was the best yet and I’m so sad to leave it behind but I am a better person because of it. Thank you for creating such a welcoming space where my love for basketball could flourish. TS, ML, CJ, GB, HB, SP, KB, CS, HS, JP, TD, IM, JVB, AG, HM, WI, MH, JS, MM, BD, IT.
To be honest, I did not come to SAS expecting to leave a drastically changed person. My expectations were right; I’m not. But this place has taught me countless invaluable lessons on how to truly be me, be receptive to society, to challenge myself continuously, and to surround myself with happiness. And for those lessons, I will be forever grateful. Thank you Mom, Dad, and Amanda for talking me into applying to boarding school and for keeping me in check across the globe. I will also be forever grateful to Mr. Tower for that inspirational speech at the end of 1st quarter senior year. That was 10/10. So here’s to:

nlu vu, release the catcherkyn, mrs zendt, peel the avocado, low key loki, running a 5k is less than a single, asian grandma and extended family, iee’s impression of me, harrison’s impression of richard, cooooon-senti, asians tackle tough math, teenagegangst, tape and boobs, history geek nerd, prahn, all the outdoor adventures, rachel would never have done w/o sas, haybails, feesiks, froggyfresh, mcf, honaaay, seniors past, 301, goodbye columbus, zoom zoom, nyet nyet, david’s tinder, atg, og b__, my right knee, and all that sas has given me.

Love, Rachel 楚欣明
Kiara Bunn

To all of those who have supported me throughout my SAS years...

Lynden Harvey

Shaking Adams

Jasmine Smith

Brianna Adams

Kathleen Moore

Honesty, there are no words to describe my gratitude for each of you. I would not have been able to live without you all. I don't think I have ever had such faith in others until I was at SAS. I will never forget any of you.

Tina

Genesis Javier

Every Nurse @ the Health Center

Mr. Roach and so many more...

Kiara

To my Pelicans:

Please make the most out of the next 4 years. Love yourselves and be happy.

Francis Kigawa

Charlotte Beck

Sharon Williams

Hannah Beams

Henry Foster

Evelyn

Kiara (aka Kiki aka Kiki aka Spanish Mamiki)
THANK YOU

MEMO
FOR ALL THE RIES
Thank you Mr. McGiff, Mr. and Mrs. Torey, Mr. Porter, Jaivon, Hutch, Mrs. and Mr. Tower, Mrs. Hurtt and many more.
“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things you didn’t do than the things that you did do. So tear away the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover” - Mark Twain

Thank you SAS

Thank you to my teachers and seniors that came before me for guiding me along the way.

To the homies Harrison, Avi, Keegan, Eric, and Angel it’s been a lit four years fam. Could not have asked for better friends

Special shout outs to the youngins
Logan, Samir, Akeem, Aaliyah, Ryan, Jordan, Potter, Dante, Tim, Andy, Bobbi, Bwembya, Karen, Messiah

You guys are going to do great things. Stay awesome
Hannah SAE
SAE-3
I will miss everyone and cherish my time here at SAS. I thank you to AL, Jaivon, SAS LAX, and the Carrols. I love you all! PS...I love Jaivon
Everyone on this page and so many more have made these past four years better than I could possibly have imagined.

To my brothers- Nik, August, Miles, Sam, Brennan, John, Min, Hoyt, Harry, Max, Peter, Francis, Myles, Colin, Patrick, Ese, Malik, Will, Colin, - Love you guys forever. Thanks for all the amazing memories and everything you’ve taught me.

To the junior crew- Audray, Mobe, Noelle, Haden, Claire, Kennedi, Shridhar, Jelani, 2k, Catheriire, Simon, Evan, Robbie, Rick, Tim, Leo, Jowy, LF, Baird, Cooper, and the whole dope class of 2018- much love, you guys are gunna kill it next year.

To the sophomore squad- AJ, Charlie, Cole, Ethan, Arthur, Henry, Teddy, Matt, Sharon, and Alex- glad I got to know ya.

To Flemming- Steven, Zach, Artu, Ethan, Jack, illi, Messiati, Billy, James, Wade, Kaitin, Runu, and Spencer- it’s been an honor watching you boys take this school by storm. I love you all, thanks for the memories. Fly on Flemmingos.

To the freshman band- Keep it rockin boys xoxo- The Chachis

To the whole student body- I wish you guys nothing but the best of luck. Don’t take this place for granted.

To my teachers- Mr Porter, Mr G, Me Roach, Mr Desalvo, Mr Jake, Coach Terrell, Ms Alleyne, Mr McGiff, Mr Roach, and Will Rob- thank you for doing what you do and for everything you have taught me about the type of person I want to be.

To the class of ’17- We made it, love you guys. Also if you’re reading this in like 20 years and we lost touch hit me up.

To the fam- Mom and Dad- thanks for making this possible. Luke- thanks for always paving the way.

Much love everyone. Catch y’all later- Ben

Ben Baumann
Daffodil honey blueberry ginseng yogurt. ;)

Here’s to all the long walks, deep talks, and connections I’ve made with people along my way. Shout-out to Tuves my sista and Hannah Sailer. To everyone I’ve met you’ve touched my heart and I will never forget you. That’s me pointing to our future It’s gonna be freaking awesome.

To my best buds you know who you are and thank you sooooo much merr I love all of you.
To the flemingos: I’m excited to see how you grow into men these next three years you made me proud to be on Fleming. Go patriots ;) To my peeps in the lower grades: have fun with your time here take a step back sometimes and just watch the world and appreciate how much this place has molded you. I require you all to take walks on our beautiful trails. Merr to my Cachis and the freshman band, keep playing music baby, music is life. To David Kim, Peter Choi, Brennan Ayres, Colin Cool John Paris, and Ben Bauman thanks for rooming with me you guys were special. Thank you to Will Rob, and Mrs Alleyne for showing me the way to success. Thanks Josh and Maria my wonderful parents who have supported me throughout the years. Thank you Mr. Honsel, and everyone that helped me get into college, and everyone in admissions for being amazing. To the Class of 2017 you are the most amazing people I have ever seen, keep it up. Maybe in the future once we’re rock stars and we’ve saved the world we can all go out for a cup of coffee. THANK YOU (heart emoji)

As a wise man once told me, all your adventures in life require a little bit of kindness and a little bit of madness.
TAD, IA, IM, SW, CI, SN, NEB, LP, CJ, SC, ML, MC, GF, KB, NL, AG, CC, SP, JP, RP, HS, MM, HM.
Thank you all so much ❤️

To the lower moss sophomores (Nicole included): I love all of you with all my heart, never forget that you’re all QUEENS. Your laughter and love have made this year so much brighter for me. So thank you thank you thank you and I hope you have an amazing two more years. ❤️

To my brother: You make me so proud, keep on keeping on.
İskender, seni çok seviyorum ❤️
Dear Saint Andrews,
Thanks for teaching me some of the most important lessons in life and putting up with me questioning everything.
Thank you, Ms. Hastings and the Crazy 8 clan for always being there for me.
Ms. Reddy for helping me get through my freshman year.
Mr. Speers for making me love and hate English at the same time.
Ms. Pressman for making me fall in love with history.
Charlotte for being the best big sister even when you wish you weren’t.
Coach Berl for making me fall in love with the sport of rowing and helping me with college recruitment.

My class for being absolutely ridiculous and having bomb winter long weekends, I love y’all with my whole heart. Deuces.

Sincerely,
neckbracebitch, the spin cycle, insomniac,
“it’s pronounced sünk” the dress code, and your favorite vodka aunt

(p.s. To my underclassmen, I love y’all and I know you will kill it these next few years. Do some crazy shit for me.)

TS, ML, AA, SC, CC, SW, CJ, SN, AC, AG, HS, GR,
AC2, JP, TD, RP, KF, HI, RG, MG, SP, CCZ, NL, SW
I don't like to commit myself about heaven and hell — you see, I have friends in both places

— Mark Twain

Thank You,
All My Friends,
All My Teammates,
All My Teachers,
All My Coaches
Yo Besties :) Thanks for bringing me laughter and sharing my insanity. So much has happened, and I really wish I could carry every memory with me for my whole life. But you know what, more memories are waiting to happen. Good luck with everything! I’m looking forward to seeing y’all in the near future!

And... Madame, thanks for always being there for me—sharing my happiness, cheering me up, being a mom 😍 Mrs. Chiu, you have taught me so much about life. I guess it’s also 缘分 that allows me to know you ;) Mr. Geiersbach, thanks for hosting me during All-State and being a knowledgeable and passionate model for me these three years. Mr. O’Connell, you are the one who has led me to this field of passion. Really miss our time together last year. Cheers to life! Mr. Speers, thanks for being my English teacher junior year. I may not have been a good English student, but you have opened the door to literature for me.
Thanks to everyone that made SASA happy memory.

E.F. A.D. S. A. S.M. C.C. K.B.

Well, I’m glad that’s over.

Maria Surgeni
Thank you, St. Andrew’s

“Nobody said it would be easy. They just said it would be worth it.”

-Bob Marley
Mrs. Hurtt: Thank you for your constant kindness and support, it has meant the world to me!
Thuy Anh and Amelia: thanks for everything you two have given me these past few years I feel incredibly lucky to have you

Meggie: thank you for being such a loving roommate and friend and always making me laugh
Anna, Marg, Hope, Kya, John, Will, Caleigh, Kaitlyn, Ruth, Camille, Max, Sofie, Tien, Eleni, Isabelle, Hurtt Advisory, Moss and so many more
Partners- Mom. Let’s be honest, I’m only this cool bc I’m literally your clone. I love you so much and I don’t tell you how much you mean to me or how much I feel you’re enough. Big Mommy. I owe my confidence and strength all to you. Your never-ending support and love is what motivates me most. I love you so much Dad. You have never made me feel like I’m not yours. You’ve taught me my most valuable lessons. I love you dad. Aaron. You’re the coolest kid I know and I would do absolutely anything for you. I love you little brother. You will always have me.

Friends- Jenna. Your ability to love never ceases to amaze me. I love you so much Jenna and I hope you that you always choose to follow your heart because you are genuinely the best person I know. Maggie. You are beautiful. Your heart is so pure and you somehow manage to make everyone feel so special. I love you most. Ruth. You are my favorite person to have late night chats with. We connect in such a special way & I’m so happy we were paired as roommates. I love you. Camille. You’re easily one of the most intelligent and insightful people I know. You’re so much fun and a joy with you is never dull. I love you so much. Margaret. I feel as though you know how much I love you just bc I’m writing this, but nonetheless I will tell you. I love you Maggie. You’re honestly one of a kind and I wouldn’t change a single part of you. JashiraJeepersCreepers. You literally became one of my bestfriends overnight and I couldn’t be happier about it! I love you so freaking much. Go kill it at MLA. Jasmine. He said this from day one and I’ll never stop saying it. You’re destined for greatness. Go find it Josi. Hannah. You are the brightest light in the room and I hope you never ever stop shining. I love you Hannah Sue Sue. Janie. I love you long time but Miles. Let’s be honest we should’ve been bestfriends since day one. I love you too.
Thank y'all

Special thanks to the gangganggang: DDC, GB, BSB, DG, RA, Babywater

Much love to KF, EW, IA, IM, HR, BA, JP, GF, J3, MV, WR, MM
SS, EM, JJ, IS, MV, RS, Grey, DN [shony], PW, FK, SW, LR,
NY, BC, BT, and everyone pictured.
The jits: TC, EB, CF, TO, CC, AJ, TO, AP, MT, Keep exploring and
covering new ground. Stay positive and keep that happy spirit about:
yourselves alive. Most importantly, stay out of trouble and graduate!
And s/o to my little brother Eddie Mo. You’re gonna do big
things with a name like that. Through it all, remain humble and stay
true to yourself and your beliefs.
Comical Representation of Ben Ch's My Evolution at SAS

Me after 2k test

6 packs... not yet

Happy man probably how everyone feels after 2k test.

English class discussion

I feel so bad for Gatsby. Gatsby is just having illusions.

Freshman

Senior

Beloved is entertaining after classes.

Thank you to all my friends, teachers, coaches! I couldn't have experienced such evolution without your support.

Thank you to my family for letting me make the crazy decision of coming to SAS/USA alone!

(Ben)"s regards.
THANKS ST. ANDREW’S!

Special thanks to:

- happy days, explosions, my clarinoot, our asian grandmother, goodbye columbus, promiscuous, 100 fly, the fight for goodness, pillow tummies, the stra of orc, late night day-rating, “long-distance” runs, loki, krispy kreme, knitting, feesiks, catcherken, ios 6, taylor swift, the t-dock, crewshags, succulents, the mud run, saladworks, recorders, st john & sea turtles, all the other people with my name, the tropics, starting-dock runs, hayday, in virginiaaa, back cracking, humanatees the color black, infidels, 1 inch heels, oatmeal obsessions, moana, every britney spears music video, true friends, and many more memories. Love you all!

Katharine
Firstly, to all of my best friends at SAS, thank you for always being there for me, and for never being afraid to tell me when I’m being annoying, when I’m wrong, and when I’m being just plain dumb. Thank you for watching Sherlock, Doctor Who, Bones, Firefly, and so many other shows with me. Thank you for being the most amazing people I have ever met, bar none. I hope we stay in touch forever. I love you all.

To all of my Sophomores on Baum, whom, despite my general inability to say so, I love and will miss very much.

To all of the teachers and faculty who helped me through the long and arduous process of actually getting my work done, and (ideally) done well. Thank you for all of your patience, for all of your support, and for all of your valued guidance over the last few short years. I know there are times when I didn’t seem appreciative enough, or particularly respectful, but know that I value, respect, and have taken to heart every single word you’ve said to me, and every lesson I’ve learned.

To my cross country coaches, both those who are still here and coaching, and those who have moved on to other things, thank you for 4 years of putting up with my total ineptitude for the sport and for athletics in general. The same thanks goes to Mr. Geiersbach in Jazz ensemble.

To my advisor Mr. Gilheany and to all of my fellow Gilheany advisees present and past; thank you for creating such a welcoming, supportive, caring environment for me. I’ll miss you all.

To my roommates from Freshman year: you guys made my life a living hell, but you also taught me a lot. I wouldn’t change a thing. May you both have beautiful, amazing lives.

Adam Gelman
Francis Kigawa

Best to PW, CL, JS, PC, TS, WIM, HR, CC, BB, CC, NM, JK, AS, DK, KP.

Future to CL, CD, HC, SS, NW, DS, JR, BH, EM, JL, AD.

Thanks to WR.
Joy. Yes, it’s more than a tad cliché, and no—it’s probably not the first word that comes to mind in regards to junior spring (or senior fall!), but—without a doubt—it is the word that comes most immediately to mind when I think of Saint Andrew’s and the memories and relationships it has given me. I’m doing work I love with people I love in a place I love, and I can think of no better alternative to that.

So, to my absolutely incredible advisor and my fabulous “honorary!” advisor: You are my role models and my rocks; if I can manage to be even a bit like y’all as an adult it will be enough. To all of the incredible teachers, mentors, and coaches I’ve been privileged to get to know over the last four years: You have all helped me become the person I am today, and if I were to attempt to list you all this page would be nothing but names. To the lovely ladies of Pell: You are all incredible young women, and it’s been an absolute joy and privilege to live with you this year. You light up my life. To my family: I am who I am because of you; you will forever be the most meaningful people in my life. And to my fabulously quirky friends: Some days I just have to stop for a moment to appreciate the absurdity of a) you, and b) the fact that I’ve managed to surround myself with such an amazing group of genuine, compassionate, and talented individuals.

I love and thank you all.
and the touchdown. Finally, to my family, my colleagues, and friends, thank you for your support and encouragement.

Min Heo
4 pieces of advice:
1. Love is better when you share it.
2. Don't be a phone wanker.
3. Play well Ball.
4. Don't worry about other people judging you. They are probably equally worried about you judging them.

This is a really special place we have here. I never thought I would love as many people as I do here, feel so comfortable in 200 acres or be able to dance ballet in front of 300 people. Cherish your time here, it goes faster than you think.

Topple the Tower for the boys. Bring home the ship, and keep up the brotherhood.

As for my "thank you's", you know who you are. I wouldn't have wanted to spend 4, 3, or 4 years any other way or with anyone else.
17’
LOVE ALL YALL
Thank you St. Andrew’s
“I must not fear. Fear is the mind-killer. Fear is the little death that brings total obliteration. I will face my fear. I will permit it to pass over me and through me. And when it has gone past I will turn the inner eye to see its path. Where the fear has gone there will be nothing. Only I will remain.” — Frank Herbert
Thank you to everyone who has always stood by me, no matter how crazy I've been:

MCS
JBA

to everyone I've done theatre with, especially: CB, RP, WT, JJ

to all my teachers, especially: Mrs. Taylor, Ms. Kerrane, Mr. Gold, Mr. Hoopes, Mme. Johnson

to everyone in ChoScho

to the Taylor advisory

to Upper Moss/Annex

for the memories: RS, KM
Sarah and Kathryn: Thank you for always believing in me, supporting me, and helping me through rough times.
Shalena: #TherealDays... Love you babe. Rachel: I’ll miss being your Asian grandma and having you as mine.
Caitlin: I will always remember your offer to beat people up if they hurt me... Amelia: Thank you for always being so cheerful and bringing happiness to my life. Wendy: volleyball buddies since Day 1! I will always miss your singing. Jackie: I’ll miss us studying till 2am... Vincent: Thank you for trusting me and confiding your secrets to me. Also, although I’m younger than you I’m still your upperclassman :) Addison: Thanks for those fun/weird lunch table conversations. Richard: You are such a gentleman. I will always cherish you as a friend. Madame: Thank you for being my SAS mom and dealing with me <3! Mr. Rock: Thank you for reading and commenting my numerous rewrites. I would not be the writer that I am now without you. Mom: Thank you for supporting me through the years and letting me go. I know you’ve sacrificed a lot for me and I can’t say how thankful I am to have a strong woman like you to raise me. Moffitt: Thanks for being my best friend and more. You’re probably the only person that’d endure my bossiness and my random mood swings, and I don’t know how I would have gotten through the past two years without you.
Kathryn Paton

Thank you to everyone and everything. I have never felt as at home as when I feel firmly entrenched in this amazing community—when we shout carols or simply relax on dorm together. Or when I run in the fields and feel the miraculous, beating heart of this place. I probably imagine it, but that does not make it untrue.

Thank you especially to all who have made my time here bearable and wonderful!

Sarah, thank you for your twinship, your love, dealing with me, and working with me. We’ve come so far in four years, and I will forever be grateful for your companionship and powerful caring. You are truly unique.

Caitlin, thank you for cross-country cuddles and physics powwows and sharing with me both your childlike joy and terrifying beast mode, your loyalty and fierce individualism.

Amelia, you’re simultaneously the sweetest and fiercest person I know: your justice and joy inspire me.

Grace, thank you for your support, kindness, dark humor, and for inspiring me with your incredible persistence. You bring joy to my life.

Adam, I love being friends with you. I’m sorry for shooping you away from the study room. Thank you for looking beyond the obvious with me, for the great discussions, both intellectual and reflective.

To Wendy, my beloved roommate, love of my life. You may be right; I may be crazy. But thank you for the music, the love, the laughter, and the inquisitive discussions. You are the most brilliant person I know, and I have loved our four years together.

Emily, I love you beyond all words, and though you may be my little sister, you inspire me every day with your kindness, energy, creativity, discipline, and engagement. Seeing you love and contribute to this community brings me inexpressible joy. Keep on being you, and the world will never be the same.

*To my LM sophomores and freshmen loves: you blow me away and are going to continue to do great things*

Shout-out to Kinky K and Lover Moss, you’re all the best!

Thank you to all of my amazing teachers and mentors! Thank you

Ms. Pressman, Mr. Gilheany, Mr. Burk, Mr. Finch, Vme. Johnson, Mrs. Roach and everybody else who has inspired me intellectually and personally. Mrs. Hurtt, thank you for being an amazing, compassionate, brilliant advisor! Thanks Buch, Ms. Conners, Mr. Honset, Mrs. Carroll, Whiz, Ms. Kemer, Mr. and Mrs. Berl (and Kobi! 😎), and so many more for supporting me and enriching my life.

Mom and Dad, thank you for your unwavering support and love. Thank you for helping me take this incredible leap of faith!

Kathryn Paton 161
Thank you
I am forever grateful for the people I’ve met and the lessons I’ve learned at SAS. This place will, without a doubt, always have a special place in my heart. Thank you to Hutch, Carroll, Foxh, and Permutt for great soccer seasons, to Ms. Chiu for keeping me in check and being an awesome human being, to Ms. Pressman for making the play the highlight of my winter, to Al and Jovon for taking care of me through my numerous injuries, to Harrison for being the best roommate, to McAllsfe for being a great advisor, to the class of 2017 (WE MADE IT), and a final shoutout to Rachel Sin, for being the greatest friend any stressed out, tired, asian kid could ask for. It’s been a blast, and I’ll never forget what I’ve learned here.

To the SAS Community, thank you
~David K.

To Nancy Buttface, thanks for keeping me in check, being there when I needed help and advice, as well as for praying for me when I was going through hard times. Ooh, can’t forget to thank you for bringing 뭔가 home too. I wish you the best. I love you!!

To 라면, thanks for everything bro. Taking care of me and guiding me through tough times. I don’t know what I’d do without you. Well, I guess I wouldn’t have had blonde hair if I’m so glad you were able to find God again, and I’m grateful for those DMC’s we would have. I love you!
I cannot believe where time has gone. Mr. Carroll, thank you for always being there through everything and being the most intense adviser there is. Mr. WillRob, thank you for countless hours of conversation and helping me grow so much. I will forever remain team WillRop. Jaivon, thank you for making me the player I am today, no other coach could have taught me both lacrosse and lacrosse culture (brolife).

To my boys on Fleming, I am so proud of how much you all have grown, thank you for bringing me so much joy everyday.

My best friends, Nik, Ben, Swinsow, Jae, Miles, Harry, Max, Min, John, Brennan, Hoyt, Ese, Malik, Colin, Reece, Francis, Patrick.

My underclassmen, you know who you are, even Shridhar.

Thank you all for what you do. I cannot ask for a better family.

Much love,
August
Anna Gillespie

To my friends- Thank you for two incredible years of memories.
There are many more to come. I love you guys!

To my family- Thank you for supporting me everyday of my life. I
know I can be a lot to handle sometimes. I love you.

Dad- I don’t know what I would do without your support
throughout all high school.

“I can’t smile and play along. Because the truth is, I’m tired.”
- A Cinderella Story

“Success isn’t given. It’s earned.” - Nike

MA, JP, SC, ML, SP, JP, HS, AA, SW, BB, BA, TD, TS, CJ, MC, JP,
RP, MH, KB, JS <3 <3 <3
Thank you to my St. Andrew’s family! Special shout out to the Class of 2017! I will miss you guys so incredibly much! I look forward to many more fun and exciting times with you all in the future. -Keegan

Keegan Pando
Dear Class of 2017,

Thank you for an incredible Junior year 2015/16! My St. Andrew’s experience unfolding in months rather than years, you welcomed me as a freshman to this amazing place and helped me grow intellectually and as a world citizen. I am deeply inspired by your bravery, friendship, and kindness, wish you good luck in all that comes your way in the future. May there always be a friend at your side!

Special thanks to: SAS crew program, Modern Language department, all the people I consider my roommates, meditation club, Sherwoodians, wonderful faculty + staff, ASSIST scholars, Mr. Brown and his advisory, Ms. Zendt, International house, long weekends and St. Andrews everywhere!

Shalena A

Shalena Adams and Richard Emhorns
Time really does fly. I'll be eternally grateful for this journey, but the ride certainly doesn't end here.

To my brothers: Jae, August, Ben, and Miles—words can never express what you guys mean to me. Thank you for putting up with me no matter what and teaching me to be my best self.

Meggie—Thank you for everything. Thank you for the ups and the downs, the laughs and the cries. I will always love you.

Sam and Harry—Thank you for never failing to put a smile on my face and reminding me to always appreciate the simple things in life.

Ese and Malik—You two have always made me feel secure in being weird and have never failed to light up my day.

Hoyt—Thank you for being the life of the party now matter where we are or how we got there.

Hannah, John, Camille, Min, Max, Francis, Patrick, Brennan, Myles, Colin, Colin, Peter, Reece, and Eric—Let the good times roll.

Carroll and WillRob—Thank you for teaching me to be a leader, a gentleman, and showing me what it means to live in a community. The lessons you two have taught me will serve me for the rest of my life.

Big shoutout to all my underclassmen—Hold the fort down. You’re in this together. Cherish every single second here because it’s gone before you know it.

Varsity Soccer, Schmolze, The Chachis—Thank you for every single memory made and showing me what it means to smile.

Always remember—the good times are free and nobody can take that away.

With love always,
Nik
To the field hockey team- Keep putting that money in the bank #doitfortheprgram
To the lacrosse team- I've never been as confident in a team as I am in this one. Keep up all the hard work— I can’t wait to see what you accomplish.
To the juniors, sophomores, and freshmen- These will be some of the best years of your lives, and they go by faster than you could ever imagine. Don’t take a single minute for granted.
To Profe- You are my best friend. I can’t thank you enough for everything you’ve done for me.
To Terrell- Thank you for your love, support, and advice through whatever madness I bring into your office.
Class of 2017- No words could ever express how much love I have in my heart for all of you. I can’t begin to tell you how thankful I am for everything you’ve given me, and I will carry our memories with me always. I wish each of you good luck in whatever life brings, and I’m looking forward to a lifetime of friendship with all of you. I love all of you endlessly.

Meggie Luke
Thanks guys for everything, love you all more than you know!

My deepest thanks to John, Noah, Grace, Peter, Coos/ide, Brennan, Sam, Ben, Alex, August, Sarah, Will, Thuy, Amelia, Mike, Phee, Es, Barry, Harrison, Max, Sierra, Caleigh, Maggie, Francis, Patrice, Isabelle, Hannah S., Addison, Hannah B., Theodore, Ari, Rachyn, Anna, Jack, Haji, Sophia, Keegan, Eric, Min, Maggie, Kya, Rachel, Alec, Hope

Much love for the baseball team, my Hilltop boys, Baird, Graham, Baylen, Rice, Jelani, Joey, Evan, Phee, Mac, Mamba, Cora, Izzy, Potts, Jordan, Charlie, AS, Espy, Theo, The Chenis, Robert, Geoffrey.

Thanks to Mr. Wisnieski, Pete, Mr. Morhoca, Mr. Melville, Mr. Hoffer, Mr. Myers, Mr. DeSalvo, Ms. Lazar, Mr. Burke, Mr. Finch, Mrs. Posnan and Mr. Porter.
We will meet again my friend,
A hundred years from today
Far away from where we lived
And where we used to play.
We will know each other’s eyes
And wonder where we met.
Your laugh will sound familiar
Your heart, I won’t forget.
We will meet, I’m sure of this.
But let’s not wait till then . . .
Let’s take a walk beneath the stars
And share this world again.

Thank you Mrs. Duprey and Ms. Pressman for your advice, constructive criticism, cooking and most of all your acceptance of my eccentricities

And to Seeley, Jazzy Fizzle, Gen, Kya, Kiki, Ben, Syd, Aaliyah, Kale, Cara (Mi amor), Camille, Leandre, Noor, Sharon, Cristle, Hannah Sailer, Charlotte, Hannah Beans, Thuy anh, Tori, Kennedi, Dani, Abigail, Malik (Best Friend), Myles, Lyndaboo, and Kathryn Murphy thank you guys for making me laugh, laughing with me, and for making the four years cooped up in Dela(n)ware so worth it. I love you all and wish you very best.

And finally to my parents, thanc you for allowing me the is opportunity to meet the amazing people I have listed above and to make all these memories. I know that I don’t know or understand half of the things that you have sacrificed for me to be so blessed in my life, but want you to know that I appreciate everything you have done for me. I will always be your baby. Love Brianna :)}
Thank you to everyone for making the past four years here amazing! Thank you Dr. Jand Ms. Reddy for being the best advisors ever, my past and present teammates and roommates, and all of my amazing friends, for example: Sarah Pinto.
To my SAS Family-

Thank you all so much for the memories. It was a wild ride.

Not all of you knew me back then but each new friend, each new experience I picked up along the way was worth it (even the ones I lost along the way).

This place is really special and even though there were times when I thought I wasn't going to make it to the finish line, I did!

So, this is it: Stay fabulous and dream big.

xx, CJ

"If nobody comes from the future to stop you now, can't the decision really be?"

-Bill Murray

"Goodbye everyone, I'll remember you all in therapy."

-Plankton
Jenna Popp

St. Andrews will always have a special place in my heart. It is my home now and forever. I am eternally grateful for everything and everyone. So much love, especially to the Class of 2017. ♥
This isn’t a moment that marked a beginning or an end. Rather, it was one simply meaningful—when you look back, please don’t be romantic; please don’t be critical. I hope that you live in the present, I hope that you hope everyday—

“My life has the unquestionable meaning of the good which it is in my power to put into it.”

but never forget your tough roots.
SK, NZ, CA, ITY, DE

TNT knows drama.
Saying thank you doesn't even come close to expressing the amount of gratitude I have for this place. I am an infinitely better person because of the people and experiences this school has shown me. To all of those who have made these the most wonderful, crazy, and memorable 3½ years of my life know that I love you and you'll always be in my heart. 2017, we're going to do some truly amazing things, and I'm so fortunate to know you all! x

MUCH LOVE, Grace xx
Goodbye..?
Oh no, please.
Can’t we go back
to page one and do it
all over again?

"Winnie the Pooh"

I will never forget
the memories
the people
and most of all
this place.

Thank you for giving me
another home.
"you become. It takes a longtime. That's why it doesn't happen often to people who break easily, or have sharp edges, or who have to be carefully kept. Generally, by the time you are Real, most of your hair has been loved off, and your eyes dropout and you get loose intre joints and very shabby. But these things don't matter at all, because once you are Real you can't be ugly, except to those who don't understand."

-The Velveteen Rabbit
Thank you St. Andrews for an amazing four years.

I will miss you guys ❤️

THUY ANH DUONG
Here's to all the St. Andrews who showed me the world and how to live it. Our love has meant everything to me.

- Will Imbrie-Moore
kaitlyn foster
thanks for being my roomie and making me smile every day

isabelle tuveson
long ive squishy!!

theodora simons
i know i say this a lot but i am the luckiest to have you

patrick windels
one four three two

anand sunder
marry me?

core four
jenna, meggie, and kaitlyn: my first ever best friends at sas, thanks so much for everything

austin brannan
wish i could have more time with you but i pinky promise this friendship will never end

mary puryear
thx for letting me pay you to hang out with me

john paris
thanks so much for not dropping me (yet)

sam winslow
ily even tho you left me for some other gir when i was dying

choral scholars
sadco
chinese 5
i dorm

sophia cordova
amelia atalay
thuy anh duong

sophia cordova
amelia atalay
thuy anh duong
cindy lay

alexia lldeenfso
eleni scurletis
isabelle wilcox

danica danardetu
lily hain

neel puri
danny deveau
cole lorberbaum
do leh henderson
daniel maguire

alexia lldeenfso
eleni scurletis
isabelle wilcox
danica danardetu
lily hain

brennan ayres
santiago brunet
augie segger

harry smith
shridhar singhania
Bailey & Eli- Thank you for being the best brothers I could ever ask for! You made my time at SAS so much more special and the bond between us is million times stronger. I love you two more than you will know.

Piper- Contrary to popular belief you’re actually a Tuveson. I can’t even begin to explain how happy I am that you came to SAS and how different I would be if you weren’t always by my side for the past two years. I can’t wait to conquer the world in our adventures together. I love you beyond words. PS- send me granola asap.

Baylen- You are my rock and I know I can go to you for anything and everything, especially if I need a good laugh. I try not to get too chunky chunky on me now. :) I love you so much and will miss you more than you will ever know.

Alex- You brighten everyone’s day with your positive energy, especially on the field! If I need to talk to someone about anything, I know I can always count on you. I can not imagine my SAS experience without you. Flock hard for me next year. :) xo Ruth- Despite our ups and downs, you are one of my best friends. I’ll miss our vent sessions, our crazy dance parties in the shower, and being a proud momma of squishy with you. I love you more than you love hot fives (if that’s possible.).

Gillian- You dominate life both on and off the field! I love talking to you about everything and I can’t wait to see you destroy TH in field hockey! PS- we need to party together sometime.

Hannah- No matter what is going on in my life, I know I can always count on you to make me smile! I love the most positives outgoing energy of everyone I know. Im going to miss you so much next year! But I can’t wait for you to visit me in Md. :) I love you! Meghan- I can not imagine going to school without your hilarious comments and making me cry by my bed on the field and court. Thank you for always being there for me and I’ll make sure to stop by your house whenever I’m in DC! :) Jenna- Thank you for always listening to me when I need to vent, especially earlier this year. That conversation meant so much to me, and somehow you always find a way to confront me during my toughest times. I will miss chilling at Nationals with you.

Sarah & Thuy Anh- I will never forget the craziness that was our inseparable friendship freshman year. #bringbackkonaandbeth2017

Sam- Thank you for always finding a way to make me laugh to the point where I’m in tears. School won’t be the same without your dance moves and random spiritual comments. Can’t wait to chill on the beach and listen to Nirvana with you!

John- Our trip to Vermont was the highlight of my year! I’ve never had deeper and more meaningful conversations with anyone—especially in the dining hall at eight o’clock at night! Please go to school in Boston so I can visit you all the time! :) Min- You’re one of my best friends and I’m so happy that we somehow always had at least two classes together each year. Sophomore and Junior year will always be two of my most memorable SAS experiences. Thanks for making the past four years so special and I can’t wait to join you at GW. I will always be sneaker than you! Barz- You understand me more than almost anyone I know. Thank you for everything, especially all of our talks. Gus- I don’t think you will ever realize how important our talks in the library was to me. Thank you for being there for me in such a tough time.)

Matt- You brighten my day whenever I see you! Thank you for making me laugh and I will miss you and our mentoring adventures at MOT. Graham- I can’t stop smiling when I’m around you. Coach Dav- You’ve taught me how to be dedicated resilient, and hardworking. Thank you for being the best coach I have ever had! I will always make sure to put the money in the bank! :) Crowdog- Thank you for being the best advisor I could ask for! You motivate me to be the best person I can be.

Class of 2017- I love you all so much and if I had the room I would write something for every one of you. Thank you for making the past four years the best years of my life! Class of 2017. Thank you SAS for changing my life, helping me to discover who I am, and putting me through some of my greatest and most challenging life experiences.

Isabelle Tuveson
“Happiness can be found, even in the darkest of times, if one only remembers to turn on the light.” – J.K. Rowling

Much love and thanks to L dorm, my advisor, roommate, friends, and family!

Amelia Parrish
Thanks to Mama T, the advisory y'all have become my family, to my fellow K seniors: MH, IT, JW, and CX and to the K Juniors, y'all have made this year incredibly memorable and fun. ML, TS, EM, AP, KM, MS, MC, JP, GJ, HS, EW, and Terrell you guys have been incredible friends and mentors and I don't know how I would've survived without you! Ms. Roz and the nurses: I definitely would not have survived without your help and guidance. And to those I haven't mentioned you know who you are and how much you mean to me. XOXO Sydney

I don’t know what’s going to happen to me. But I know I’m gonna be a good person who cares about people. And I blame you for that. - Eric Matthews
The Best Triple Ever!
I'll never forget the deep talks on Kyla's bed and our crazy Saturday nights. It's because of you that I know what a friend is and I am truly grateful.

Joyce, (my turtle)
You are crazy, beautiful, and intensely talented. I am so lucky to room with you even though you don't live here.

- The blonde girl that lives in your room

AVI (the destroyer)
I hope one day you'll find your super power! I know you have one.

Rachel - Here's to being completely you and never changing! I'd tell you a chemistry joke... but I know I can't get a reaction.

Katharine
You are the Jack to my Rose and my other half in Promiscuous Girl. Let's hope college.

Medina guys are as till as "Am I thinking you off? Because I'm just telling you.

Caleigh
You once told me "You are kind, you are smart, you are important" and I will never forget that.

Stay you forever.
HARRISON

Thanks to everyone who made this journey possible for me. Shout out to Lip Baum, Dimples, Moorowagon, Avi, Freshman Triple, Goose, Jason, Men's Crew, Varsity Soccer, Mr. Porter, Chicken Perm, The Noxontones, The Carroll's, Dr. Johnson and the Johnson-Reddy Advisory, Ms. Pressman, Mr. Finch, and Mr. Roach.

I love you so much Mom and Dad!!!
This has been the most memorable four years in my life. At St. Andrew’s, I learned not only critical thinking skills and problem solving; I learned to control my fear, my anxiety, to get out of my comfortable zone, and to appreciate others.

I want to appreciate Mr. Geiersbach, my advisor, for his care about me, his guidance on my journey in music, and his patience and encouragement in my learning; I want to appreciate Mr. Hammon for being such a nice teacher and friend, and for talking to me about physics, life experiences, and our favorite books; I want to appreciate Mr. Finch for bringing energy and humor into class, and for explaining economics in such a fascinating way; I want to appreciate Dr. Johnson for the interesting problem-solving skills he introduced in the class; I want to appreciate Mr. Gilheany for all the great debates we have had in class and for developing my critical-thinking skills; I want to appreciate Mr. Kunen for his jokes, his thought-provoking introduction to Asian philosophies, and the martial arts philosophies he teaches; I want to appreciate Mr. Roach and Mr. Speers for such a great school culture, in which I feel I am cared and loved; I want to appreciate all my friends and classmates for being so nice to me; I want to appreciate St. Andrew’s, for everything I have experienced here.
thanks all the teachers and dorm parents, especially Terrell, Mr. Speers, Mr. Geiersbach, Madame Johnson, Mr. Permutt

Orchestra, Mock Trial team (π), Sherwood seniors, SAS varsity CS:GO squad
Greatly appreciate what all these people (and a lot more) have done for me! Will miss St. Andrew's and all the great memories!

#guchboisforever
#turtle
#Classof2017
#Schmolze16-17 (hehe)
#treematthew
#freekim

-Ese Edoubie
Thank you to my friends, my classmates, my advisor, all my teachers, all my coaches, and my mom and dad!

– Russell Xu
A huge THANK YOU to Ms. Hastings, Whiz, Mrs. Duprey, Ms. Farlonge, Mrs. Alegna, Terrell, Mr. McAuliffe, Coach Connors, Mrs. Carroll, Dessaal, Senora Prots, Mr. Spears, and the Reaches. These past four years would not have been possible without all of your care and support.

~ Camille

CLASS OF 2017 - "Thank You for the past four years ❤️"
I'm just a regular degular shmegular girl from the Bronx.

To my freshmen
QUEENS
(Carla, Ali, Camille, Bree, Steph, Bobbi)

I love you all!
You guys are all the best little sisters I could ever ask for.
Stay strong, smart, and beautiful!

Thank you for being my rock since 10/26/14

Thank you for being the strongest woman I know. 😘

Love,
Gen
Alondra

Special thanks to
Mrs. Duprey
Mrs. Alkon
Mrs. K. Terrell
Mrs. Roach
Mr. Speers
The Hansels
Mrs. Davila

Finally

Syracuse UNIVERSITY

KIPP
Thank you to everyone who made my St. Andrew’s career great. A special thanks to my teammates and coaches, dormmates, and friends who put up with me and made the past three years so memorable.

-Alec Maloney
To Hoyt, Avi, Peter, Jaryd, and Keegans who have helped make my room a place to be. To Sarah, Hannah, Ben, Colin, Myles, Jenna, Patrick Colin, and John for making this place so lively. And to all of the random people that I’ve gotten to know at any point of time, you’ve all been essential in making these years so interesting.
Max Mayer
David Moffitt
Congratulations, Jenna!

We have watched in amazement as you have grown into a highly motivated, hard-working and very sweet young woman. You pursue your goals with such courage and dedication. Your undying devotion to your friends and family is an inspiration. The person that you have become makes us so proud. Never forget that we will love you forever, for always and no matter what!

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Jade
Hannah Aldrich Sailer

If ever there is a tomorrow when we're not together...there is something you must always remember. You are braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, and smarter than you think. But the most important thing is, even if we're apart, I'll always be with you.

...Winnie-the-Pooh

(A.A. Milne)

We are so proud of you Hannah. Here's to your next great adventure. Love you to the moon and back!

xoxo

Mom and Dad
Grace Catherine Alden Flynn

Congratulations!
Love, Mom, Dad & Jack
Congratulations, Harrison!

We love you and are so very proud of you, Mom, Dad, Katherine, and Lucky

Thank you to SAS for an amazing experience.

"Don't let the noise of others' opinions drown out your own inner voice. And most important, have the courage to follow your heart and intuition" - Steve Jobs
Patrick Windels

Congratulations Patrick! Four years go fast. You made the best of them and we are sure you will make the best of the next four too! Love, Mom, Dad, Thomas & George

Benedict Baumann

CONGRATULATIONS, BEN!
We are so in awe of the young man you have become. Smart, thoughtful, accomplished and fun -- and our own personal DJ! Thank you for all that you share with us. We love you so much!

Your ever-proud family,
Mom, Dad and Luke
Keegan Pando

From academics to sports and your other activities, we have seen you blossom! We are so very proud of you and the wonderful gentleman you are.

Congratulations!!!

Love, Mom, Dad, Oriana, Fiona and Snowball
Congratulations, Isabelle!
We are so proud of you!
We love you so much,
Dad, Mom, Liam, Baird, Eli, Noah and Ingrid

"May the nourishment of the earth be yours,
may the clarity of light be yours,
may the fluency of the ocean be yours,
may the protections of the ancestors be yours.
And so may a slow wind work these words
of love around you,
an invisible cloak to mind your life."
- John O’Donohue
Congratulations Amelia!
We are incredibly proud of all of your hard work and accomplishments at St. Andrew's and of the young woman you have become. You have always had a uniquely creative and independent spirit. Continue to be true to yourself and you will thrive. We can't wait to see how you will use your many wonderful talents.
So much love, Mom, Dad, Alexander, Isabella, Zachary, Buyukbaba, Grandmama, and Leo.
Kathryn Murphy

Kathryn,

We are so proud of you and love you very much!
in omnia parata

Love,
Mom, Dad, Margaret, and Emily
Anna Gillespie

As soon as I saw you, I knew an adventure was going to happen.

--Winnie the Pooh

We love you, Anna!

Hoyt Reed

Congratulations Hoyt.
We are so proud of you.
Love Mom, Dad and Adrian

Caleigh Celeste Johnson

"Oh, please don't go we'll eat you up we love you so!"
-- Maurice Sendak, Where the Wild Things Are

You made it and you did it your way. We are proud of everything you have accomplished. Let the wild rumpus begin!

Love, Mom, Dad and Camille.
Max Paul Owen Mayer

We all pull for something.

You either pull for your family, your friends, your teammates, to not disappoint your coaches.

But at some point, you pull for yourself. You pull to prove something to yourself.

You pull for you and your goals, you pull to win. You pull for that small fraction of time off your split.

And when you win, all the pain is worth it.

We’re all pulling for you Max, and are so proud of the young man you have become.

Love, Mom, Dad, Carly, Paige, Marija.
Trouble is a textbook in life.
Optimism and persistence is
the password to the dream.

Honey,
live well, love lots, and laugh often.
Bravely embrace life infinite possibility.
You will reap more splendidness and happiness!

Love,
Dad and Mum
Congratulations Francis!

We are so very proud of you and all that you've accomplished, with the calm and the cool to boot! You are an endless source of light and joy onwards and upwards to your next adventure!

We love you more than tongue can tell!

Mom, Dad, Mimi, Michael & Paul
We couldn't be more proud.

We love who you are and can't wait to see what more you do. Congratulations!
With so much love, Mom, Dad, Walker & Alex.
Sarah Pinto

There's a place, where the boat leaves from,

It takes away, all of your big problems.

You got worries you can drop them in the blue ocean,

But you gotta get away to where the boat leaves from.

--- Zac Brown Band
Marion Humphreys

Congrats To The Class of 2017
Go Saints!!!!

Eric Stefan Winiarczyk

New beginnings, new endeavors, new challenges...

We are so proud of you and can't wait to see what's next!

We love you!
Dad, Mom & Connor
Sam Winslow

It is not what you look at that matters, it is what you see. ~Henry David Thoreau

Congratulations on this milestone, Sam! We are proud of you beyond measure. As you continue to evolve, stay humble, work hard, be kind, and never stop spreading your unique joy and warmth wherever you go.

With unwavering love and support, Mom & Dad

Best wishes to the Class of 2017 and much gratitude to St.Andrew's!
Amelia Parrish

Amelia, we are all so proud of you and all you have done! Lots of love from John, Mom and Dad, Mur-Mur, Nana Jess and Nana Mish, and Grandpa and Holly. We are excited about the next stage waiting for you at Tufts!
Sarah and Kathryn Paton

We are so proud of the young women you have become and how you have blazed your trail. Your passion for school and the community has been exciting and filled us with pride. Congratulations on your graduation and we can't wait to see the next chapter of your lives.

xoxoxo
Mom, Dad, and Emily

"There was nowhere to go but everywhere, so just keep on rolling under the stars."
- Jack Kerouac
CARPE DIEM